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ABSTRACT 

When local governments are small and fragmented, promoting inter-municipal cooperation (IMC) 
among them has been increasingly seen as a tool to improve the management of public services 
by reaping economies of scale and scope. Yet, the empirical evidence on the impacts of IMC on 
local governments’ efficiency is scarce and inconclusive. In this paper we investigate the 
experience of Italy’s municipal unions (Unioni di comuni). We develop an index of technical 
efficiency by means of Robust Data Envelopment Analysis. We then exploit Fuzzy Regression 
Discontinuity Design and Nearest-Neighbour Matching estimators to explore whether Municipal 
unions have any impacts on the administrative efficiency of member municipalities. We do not 
find any significant effect.  
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1. Introduction 

There is a long debate on what the optimal size of jurisdictions should be (Epple & Romer, 1989; 

E. Ostrom, 2010; V. Ostrom, Tiebout, & Warren, 1961). On the one hand, public choice scholars 

and the traditional theory on fiscal federalism suggest that the provision of public goods and 

services should be located at the lowest level of government which has the capacity to achieve 

specific objectives – an exception being a limited set of basic responsibilities prerogative of the 

central government (Oates, 1972, 1999; Ostrom, Tiebout, & Warren, 1961). On the other, 

however, excessive fragmentation may prevent economies of scale and scope, increase 

transaction costs, and give rise to problems linked to sub-optimal jurisdiction size (Ferraresi, 

Migali, & Rizzo, 2018; Oates, 1999), also in light of often outdated municipal boundaries (Howell-

Moroney, 2008; Luca & Salone, 2013; Storper, 2014).3  

Identifying optimal governance arrangements is particularly relevant in periods of limited 

resources. Across the EU, for example, the budget constraints caused by the recent waves of 

austerity have imposed new strain on local administrations, for whom providing key goods and 

services to citizens under scarcer resources is increasingly difficult (Bel & Warner, 2015). 

Numerous governments around the world have identified excessive fragmentation as a problem 

to tackle, and promoting inter-municipal cooperation (IMC) among local administrations has been 

increasingly seen as a tool to improve the management of public services by reaping economies 

of scale and scope (Breuillé, Duran-Vigneron, & Samson, 2018; Hulst & van Montfort, 2007).  

The literature mapping the diffusion of IMC, and exploring its effects on local management 

practices has grown significantly over the last decade (Allers & Geertsema, 2016; Allers & van 

Ommeren, 2016; Bel, Dijkgraaf, Fageda, & Gradus, 2010; Bel & Warner, 2015; Breuillé et al., 

2018; Hulst & van Montfort, 2007, 2012; Ivaldi, Marinuzzi, Quintiliani, & Tortorella, 2016; Kwon 

& Feiock, 2010). Nevertheless, rigorous empirical analyses on the effects of IMC on local 

efficiency are still scarce and reach contradictory conclusions (cf. for example: Ferraresi et al., 

2018; Frère, Leprince, & Paty, 2014).  

                                                      
3 There may hence be a potential trade-off between on the one hand allowing local differentiation and on the 

other internalizing spillovers as well as letting economies of scale/scope develop (Oates, 1999). 
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The current project aims to contribute to filling this gap. It focuses on Italy’s municipal unions 

(Unioni di comuni)4 and its goal is to measure their impact on the efficiency of member 

municipalities. We define technical efficiency as a production possibility for which it is not 

possible to increase any output without, ceteris paribus, simultaneously reducing any other output 

and/or increasing inputs (Koopmans, 1951).  

The paper exploits Robust Data Envelopment Analysis (R-DEA) – a micro-economically-

grounded, non-parametric, distribution-free, multi-input/output method based on mathematical 

programming – to build a measure of technical administrative efficiency for Italian 

municipalities. Combining municipal expenditure data with information on local public service 

provision, we are able to develop a rigorous measure of efficiency which links inputs 

(municipality expenditure) to a detailed set of outputs for public goods and services across 12 

key policy areas. We then deploy a Fuzzy regression Discontinuity Design (F-RDD, or FDD) 

identification strategy, exploiting the arbitrary threshold of 5.000 inhabitants under which local 

administrations have been, since 2010, compulsorily required to join an inter-municipal body.5 

We additionally complement the F-RDD results with Nearest-Neighbour Matching (NNM) 

estimates. We focus on small municipalities, which are not only the target of the Italian national 

policy, but which may also benefit the most from inter-municipal cooperation (Ermini & Fiorillo, 

2009).       

The analysis adds to the growing efforts interested in identifying the effects of IMC (Allers & de 

Greef, 2018; Bel & Warner, 2015; Breuillé et al., 2018; Ferraresi et al., 2018), and complements 

recent pieces of exploratory research focused on IMC in the Italian case (Ivaldi et al., 2016; 

Manestra, Messina, & Peta, 2018). The rationale behind promoting IMC is that it may be a tool to 

reap the benefits of returns to scale (in sectors where average costs decrease as production 

increase), exploit economies of density/scope (in policy areas where network effects are 

important, particularly when these networks go beyond the municipal jurisdictional borders), and 

reduce negative externalities resulting from uncoordinated actions of individual jurisdictions (Bel 

& Warner, 2015; Hulst & van Montfort, 2007). Our results, which are robust to a host of sensitivity 

                                                      
4 As of 2015, more than 11 million, that is 18.5%, of Italian inhabitants lived in municipalities part of a Union. 

79.3% of them are small municipalities with a population below 5.000 (Ivaldi et al., 2016).  
5 3.000 inhabitants in mountainous areas. We adopt a Fuzzy – rather than Sharp – specification to account for the 

substantial percentage of municipalities which did not comply with the rule. 
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checks and alternative estimators, do not however find any statistically significant effect of inter-

municipal cooperation on local efficiency.  

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the related literature. Section 3 

presents the empirical case, providing background information on inter-municipal cooperation in 

Italy. Section 4 describes the data, and presents the methodology adopted to construct the 

municipal efficiency score, our main dependent variable in the rest of the analysis. Section 5 

details the identification strategy, while section 6 presents the results. Section 7 concludes.     
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2. Inter-municipal cooperation and administrative 
efficiency 

The choice of governance arrangements has significant consequences for the well-being of 

citizens, economic performance, and environmental outcomes (OECD, 2002, 2015). Public choice 

scholars and the traditional theory on fiscal federalism suggest that the provision of public goods 

and services should be located at the lowest level of government which has the capacity to 

achieve specific objectives (Oates, 1972; Ostrom et al., 1961). As Ostrom (2010) points out, 

polycentric governance arrangements and smaller jurisdictions may optimize welfare by: (1) 

matching local public goods to local preferences. Decentralizing the provision of goods and 

services would be particularly relevant when preference heterogeneity is high, and when public 

goods and services have highly localized effects; (2) allowing politicians and civil servants to 

monitor more easily the performance of their service provision; (3) letting citizens have a stronger 

say in the decision process, reducing potential ‘political distortions’ (Besley, 2006) and 

‘bureaucratic slack’ (Luca, 2017; Niskanen, 2001).  

At the same time, however, excessive territorial fragmentation may affect administrative 

outcomes by missing economies of scale in the delivery of public services, reducing efficient land 

use planning, and transport system management (Ahrend, Farchy, Kaplanis, & Lembcke, 2014); 

increasing bureaucratic costs for businesses (Djankov, McLiesh, & Ramalho, 2006); and leading 

to failures in the implementation of growth promoting strategies (Cheshire & Gordon, 1996). To 

this aim, governments around the world have increasingly explored tools such as the 

amalgamation of municipalities and inter-municipal cooperation.  

Compared to municipal mergers,6 cooperation has been identified as a potentially more attractive 

tool, in that it is more flexible (Feiock & Scholz, 2009; Ferraresi et al., 2018) – it avoids the 

frequent opposition of local governments to measures which would reduce their powers and 

autonomy – and it circumvents free-riding and the common-pool problems (Weingast, Shepsle, 

& Johnsen, 1981) repeatedly observed with municipality mergers (Harjunen, Saarimaa, & 

Tukiainen, 2017; Hinnerich, 2009; Jordahl & Liang, 2010). Among the different types of territorial 

                                                      
6 The literature on the effects of municipal mergers is quite developed, and frequently finds negative or null 

impacts on local governments’ costs and efficiency (inter alia: Allers & Geertsema, 2016; Hirota & Yunoue, 2017; 
Moisio & Uusitalo, 2013; Reingewertz, 2012; Roesel, 2016). 
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coordination arrangements,7 inter-municipal cooperation is a governance structure where 

municipalities collaborate with the goal of providing shared public goods/services without 

completely renouncing their decision-making powers. More precisely, we define an inter-

municipal cooperation venture as “the fulfillment of a public municipal task by an individual 

municipality, by two or more municipalities jointly or by a third legal entity, whereby the task 

fulfillment simultaneously serves at least two municipalities and the participating municipalities 

participate directly (‘performing’) or indirectly (‘organizing’)” (Steiner, 2003, p. 553). 

Nevertheless, despite frequent claims that local government cooperation may be an effective and 

efficient tool of territorial governance, until recently there has been insufficient rigorous 

empirical evidence on the subject, and findings are contradictory. On the one hand, recent pieces 

of research show that cooperation is positively associated with lower cost levels. As an example, 

Bel and Mur (2009) focus on the Spanish Region of Aragon, and provide preliminary OLS evidence 

that cooperation among small municipalities is associated with lower cost for their waste 

collection services. Dijkgraaf and Gradus (2013) find similar results for a panel of Dutch 

municipalities over the period 1998-2010. The results of these studies may however suffer from 

significant endogeneity concerns. Ferraresi et al. (2018) adopt a Diff-in-Diff Propensity-Score 

Matching estimator and analyze the effects of cooperation on spending across the municipalities 

of the Italian Region of Emilia-Romagna. They find that being in a municipality union reduces 

the total per-capita current expenditure by around 5%, while not affecting service outputs in the 

areas of waste collection, road safety, and kindergarten supply.  

On the other hand, however, other scholars find that cooperation is either associated with higher 

municipal expenditure, or has no significant impacts. Allers & de Greef (2018) for example 

analyze panel data for 2005-2013 on inter-municipal cooperation in the Netherlands to uncover 

that cooperation is associated with increased spending in the case of small and large local 

governments, while having no relationship in medium-sized municipalities. Frère, Leprince, & 

Paty (2014) apply spatial econometric techniques to study spending patterns of French 

municipalities over the period 1994-2003, and do not find any effect of cooperation on the levels 

of local public spending. Analogous results are provided for the case of Italy by Ivaldi et al. (2016) 

                                                      
7 The OECD (2015) for example identifies four arrangements: (1) ad-hoc, soft coordination bodies; (2) inter-

municipal authorities; (3) supra-municipal entities; (4) and ‘metropolitan cities’. Relatedly, Hulst & van Montfort (2012) 
identify the following types of co-operation: (1) quasi-regional governments; (2) planning fora; (3) service delivery 
agreements; (4) service delivery organizations. Italy’s municipal unions are an example of the latter.  
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and Ferraresi & Secomandi (2015). The current paper aims to make sense of these contradictory 

findings by providing more novel, more rigorous evidence on Italy.   

Furthermore, the majority of papers published on the topic primarily focus on municipal 

expenditure. However, cooperation may not necessarily result in lower spending. This may be 

the case if large cooperation structures lead to higher agency and information costs, or simply if 

public administrations are reluctant to reduce spending, either for self-interest (Huber & Shipan, 

2001; Niskanen, 2001), or because they prioritize upgrading service levels to meet citizens’ needs 

rather than reducing costs – especially when average service costs decline as a result of scale 

economies (Buettner & Holm-Hadulla, 2013). Hence, analyzing spending alone is not sufficient 

to measure whether municipal cooperation has any impacts (Allers & Geertsema, 2016). The 

potential effects of cooperation should be measured on indicators of administrative efficiency 

based on the joint analysis of policy inputs and outputs (e.g. Ivaldi et al., 2016; Rouse & Putterill, 

2005). Our paper contributes to this endeavor by developing a rigorous measure of administrative 

efficiency based on detailed output indicators across 12 key expenditure categories. This is an 

advancement compared to most studies in the literature, where the lack of detailed data on policy 

outputs has been a frequent problem. 

In the specific case of Italy, efforts have been recently made to assess the effects of municipal 

unions. Ferraresi and Secomandi (2015), and Ivaldi et al. (2016) offer preliminary insights on the 

potential impacts of such bodies. They respectively suggest that, contra to expectations, local 

administrations part of inter-municipal authorities show higher per-capita expenditures and 

lower quality in the provision of public services than independent municipalities. Manestra et al. 

(2018) argue that municipal unions are associated to reduced spending in only a limited set of 

spending categories, and that such effects require years to mature. Giacomini, Sancino, & 

Simonetto (2018) explore potential mechanisms behind the higher/lower successfulness of MU, 

but have to rely on the perception of reform adopters to measure the effects of cooperation. 

While these papers provide exploratory insights, their identification strategies are unable to 

control for systematic differences across the two groups of municipalities (i.e. for potential 

endogenous sorting of municipalities into the ‘treated’ and ‘untreated’ groups). Ferraresi et al. 

(2018) try to overcome the empirical limitations of previous research by adopting a diff-in-diff 

Propensity-score Matching (PSM) estimator, and find a statistically significant effect of municipal 

unions on expenditure reduction. Our paper improves their analysis in three ways: first, their 
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study exclusively focuses on the municipalities that are part of the Emilia-Romagna Region. Their 

findings may yet have limited external validity with respect to other parts of Italy, especially 

considering that Emilia-Romagna is considered a ‘virtuous’ case characterized by ‘good 

governance’ and effective public administrations (inter alia: Putnam, 1993). We hence cover the 

entirety of Italy’s 15 Italian Ordinary Statute Regions;8 second, we measure the effect of 

municipal cooperation on efficiency and not only on expenditure/service outputs separately; last 

but not least, we overcome the potential pitfalls associated with Propensity-score Matching, as 

underlined by recent international literature (King & Nielsen, 2016; Nielsen, Findley, Davis, 

Candland, & Nielson, 2011), by also adopting F-RDD (our main specification) and Mahalanobis-

distance NNM estimators.  

 

  

                                                      
8 Our dataset does not cover Italy’s five Autonomous Regions (Valle d’Aosta, Trentino Alto Adige, Friuli Venezia 

Giulia, Sicilia and Sardegna), which enjoy greater autonomy and special fiscal arrangements.   
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3. Institutional background 

Italy is composed of four administrative layers: Regions, Provinces, Metropolitan Municipalities 

and, at the lowest level, Municipalities. The country has inherited from its pre-unitary past a 

highly fragmented administrative structure. It currently counts 7.954 municipalities, many of 

which are very small and are marked by outdated boundaries dating back to pre-1861 borders 

(Gambi & Merloni, 1995).9 The median and mean population size of municipalities were, in 2017, 

2.522 and 7.694 inhabitants respectively. In light of this fragmentation, and inspired by theories 

of functional federalism, the Italian legislator has increasingly fostered measures of municipal 

cooperation as a way to improve the efficiency of the country’s local governments (Ermini & 

Fiorillo, 2009).10  

Municipal unions were introduced in Italy almost three decades ago through Law 142/1990. By 

joining a municipal union, municipalities transfer part of their decision-making powers and 

financial resources in specific pre-agreed policy areas to the newly established administrative 

entity which, in exchange, provides the corresponding services. Italian municipal unions can be 

compared, among others, to Belgium’s (Flanders) Opdrachthoudende & dienstverlenende 

verenigingen, France’s Sivu, Sivom, and Syndacats mixtes, Germany’s Zweckverbände, and Spain’s 

Mancomunidades (Hulst & van Montfort, 2012). The new tool was initially developed for small 

municipalities with a population below 5.000 inhabitants – one local government with up to 

10.000 inhabitants also being allowed to join – as a temporary, intermediate measure to prepare 

each member to fully merge into a single municipality within 10 years. The temporary nature of 

the coordination tool, combined with limited economic incentives, did not attract much interest 

among local administrators. As a matter of fact, by 1999 there were only 16 municipal unions in 

the whole country (Ivaldi et al., 2016). Both the temporary nature of the bodies and, temporarily, 

the population size limits were abolished by Law 265/1999. Different measures were 

subsequently taken to promote the new tool, e.g. providing financial incentives for municipalities 

(Law 42/2009). This led to a surge in the popularity of municipal unions, whose total number 

increased significantly throghout the 2000s (cf. Figure 1).  

                                                      
9 Municipalities are highly heterogeneous in numerous dimensions, as the country was born in 1861 out of several 

States with significantly different territorial governance traditions.  
10 In parallel, the legislator has also stimulated processes of municipal amalgamation which, however, have not 

proven particularly popular.  
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Figure 1 
Year of municipal unionisation in Italy’s 15 Ordinary Statute Regions.  

 

Source: own elaboration. Vertical dashed lines indicate the period covered by the Fuzzy-RDD analysis. Note: the graph 

plots the year in which municipalities joined their current MU, hence discarding municipal unions which have ceased 

to exist by 2017. 

 

Lastly – and importantly for our main identification strategy – Law 122/2010 reintroduced the 

obligation for local governments below 5.000 inhabitants (3.000 if in mountanous areas) to start 

delivering public services in 6 (later 10) key policy areas through municipal unions.11 This policy 

shift was taken by the legislator following the post-2008 recession (Crescenzi, Luca, & Milio, 

2016) with the explicit twin ‘extraordinary’ objectives of: ‘urgently’ developing measures to 

‘reduce public spending’ and ‘improving efficiency’.12 It is hence important to causally assess 

whether the policy has achieved its intended goals.               

                                                      
11 The initial deadline set to local governments for 31 December 2016 was later postponed. 
12 http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2010/07/30/010G0146/sg, accessed on 7/10/2018. 

http://www.gazzettaufficiale.it/eli/id/2010/07/30/010G0146/sg
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Mus’ revenues come both from transfers from member municipalities and from other sources 

such as incentives from central and regional governments. In 2013, the total expenditure of 

municipal unions accounted to about 0.3% of the total expenditure of Italian local governments 

(Ferraresi et al., 2018). While this percentage underestimates the real expenditure because 

municipalities do not frequently write off the amounts ‘allocated’ to the MUs, their budget is 

nevertheless overall small. 

In 2015, across the whole country, 36.9% of municipalities were part of one of the existing 524 

municipal unions (Ivaldi et al., 2016). Yet, participation  varied significantly across regions (cf. 

Figure 2). Excluding Special Statute Regions (which will not be part of the empirical analysis), 

participation ranged from almost 87% in Emilia-Romagna, close to 55% in Tuscany and Umbria, 

to less than 13% in Calabria and Basilicata (ibid.). Among small municipalities (i.e. those below 

5.000 inhabitants) participation fluctuated from almost 90% and 70% in Emilia-Romagna and 

Tuscany respectively, to less than 15% in Umbria, Basilicata, and Calabria (ibid.). Overall, in 2015 

18.5% of Italian citizens lived in municipalities part of a MU.  
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Figure 2 

Municipalities which were part of a municipal union (by the end of 2013).  

 

Source: own elaboration. 
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4. Data sources and the efficiency score 

In this section, we present the data and explain the methods we employ to develop our efficiency 

score.    

4.1.  Data sources 

We combine secondary statistical data on Italian municipalities from two sources. Data on 

municipality inputs (expenditure) and outputs (services provided) for the year 2013 comes from 

Opencivitas,13 an online portal developed by Italy’s Ministry of Economy and Finance following 

Law number 42/2009 on fiscal federalism and Legislative Decree number 216/2010. The dataset 

covers most municipalities part of Italy’s 15 Ordinary Statute Regions (i.e. it excludes the five 

Special Administrative Regions). Expenditure data includes current expenditure, that is, 

expenditure on personnel, purchase of goods and services, passive interests, current transfers 

and depreciations. Opencivitas also provides detailed indicators measuring the level of goods 

and services provided by each municipality across 12 key policy areas (as of Law 42/2009). These 

categories are: tax collection, civil registry, technical office, other general management services, 

local police, public schools, road maintenance, local public transports, territorial planning and 

environmental protection, waste management, welfare support, and public kindergartens. 

Finally, all other socio-economic controls come from Italy’s National Institute of Statistics 

(ISTAT). Appendix A.1 summarizes the variables, while Appendix A.2 provides key summary 

statistics for municipalities with a population below 5.000 inhabitants which unionized between 

2010 and 2013 (our main ‘treatment’ group), as well as for the whole sample of Italian 

municipalities. 

 

4.2.  The municipal efficiency score 

Theoretical considerations about how to measure technical efficiency have been a subject of 

economic research for many decades (c.f. Ruggiero, 2000). We calculate the spending efficiency 

of each municipality using Robust Data Envelopment Analysis (R-DEA) (Banker, Charnes, & 

                                                      
13 http://www.opencivitas.it/open-data. Accessed in January 2018. 

http://www.opencivitas.it/open-data
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Cooper, 1984; Charnes, Cooper, & Rhodes, 1978; Farrell, 1957). DEA is a micro-economically-

grounded, non-parametrical, distribution-free and multi-input/multi-output method based on 

mathematical programming, developed for the analysis of relative technical efficiency of decision 

making units (DMU). The intuition behind DEA is to empirically build a pricewise-linear 

production frontier by finding optimal linear combinations of the different DMUs (in this case 

municipalities) and comparing these composite or ‘virtual’ DMUs to each real DMU in the sample. 

An observed DMU producing less outputs with the same amount of inputs (output-oriented DEA) 

or the same outputs using more inputs (input-oriented DEA) is said to be ‘dominated’ and lies at 

the interior of the empirical efficiency frontier. Making these comparisons for all the DMUs in the 

sample, the efficiency frontier enveloping the data is built and radial technical efficiency scores 

ranging from 0 to 1 are calculated. The score represents the relative distance of each DMU to the 

efficiency frontier, where the DMUs at the frontier have an efficiency score of 1. More intuitively, 

the score can also be interpreted as the proportional increase in outputs that the DMU could 

reach with its observed level of inputs (output-oriented) or the proportional reduction in inputs 

that the DMU could achieve to get the same outputs (input-oriented) had it achieved the maximal 

efficiency level in the sample.   

Among the many variants of the DEA model, we use the input-oriented, variable-returns-to-scale 

version (I-O VRS).14 Formally, it solves independently for each DMU i = 1,..., I, the following linear 

programming problem: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛𝜃,𝜆 𝜃                                                                                                                                      (1) 

Subject to: 

𝜃𝑥𝑖 −  𝑋𝜆𝑖 − 𝑠𝐼 = 0                                                                                                                      (2)  

𝑦𝑖 −  𝑌𝜆𝑖 −  𝑠0 = 0                                                                                                                   (3)  

∑ 𝜆𝑖𝑖 = 1                                                                                                                                    (4) 

𝜆𝑖  ≥ 0; 𝑠𝐼 ≥ 0; 𝑠0 ≥  0                                                                                                           (5)  

                                                      
14 The decision of using a VRS version instead of the constant (CRS) or non-increasing-returns to scale (NIRS) DEA 

was primarily because the former impose fewer restrictions to the underlying production technology (Banker et al., 
1984). Since CRS and NIRS are restricted version of the VRS-DEA, we run the tests proposed by Simar & Wilson (2002, 
2011). Both tests rejected at a 5% confidence level the hypotheses of CRS and NIRS. 
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where θ is the efficiency score, x and y are, respectively, a vector of K inputs and M outputs for 

DMU i, sI and sO are vectors of input and output slacks, λ is a vector of weights and X and Y are I 

* K and I * M matrix of inputs and outputs of all DMUs respectively. 

DEA has a series of advantages that makes it useful to analyze municipal spending efficiency. 

First, it accommodates well to the multi-output structure of our data (see below), reducing the 

dimensionality of the problem into a single efficiency score. Second, not being based on 

regression analysis, it is flexible in the sense that it does not impose any ad-hoc functional form 

to the production function, nor does it make any assumption about the error structure. At the 

same time, however, ‘standard’ DEA ignores stochastic phenomena like measurement errors, 

impeding statistical inference and yielding a downward-biased estimation of the ‘true’ production 

frontier (and therefore an upward-biased metric of the true technical efficiency of the DMU’s) 

(Simar and Wilson, 1998, 2000).  

The Robust Data Envelopment Analysis (R-DEA) method we adopt was developed as a solution 

to these drawbacks (Simar and Wilson 1998; 2002; 2011). In a nutshell, R-DEA bootstraps the 

DEA mathematical programming problem under the assumption that the empirical distribution 

of the difference between the standard and the ‘robust’ efficiency indices mirrors that of the 

difference between the ‘true’ and the estimated scores (Simar & Wilson, 1998). 

The input variable is the per capita municipal spending in general social services in each 

municipality for 2013, taken from the Opencivitas Open Database. With respect to the output 

variables, unlike previous analyses in Italy, we use measured levels of provision for 12 key 

municipal services, one for each of the 12 key spending categories that make up the municipal 

expenditure in general social services, as described in Section 4.1.15 Indicators for each axis were 

selected based on their relevance, but also based on their completeness. We calculate the robust 

(bias-corrected) spending efficiency scores using 100 bootstrap replications, and obtain the 

scores´ confidence intervals16 (Simar & Wilson, 2000, 2011). R-DEA was implemented in the 

statistical software R using the rDEA package (Simm & Besstremyannaya, 2016).17   

                                                      
15 Opencivitas (cf. https://www.opencivitas.it/progetto-fabbisogni-standard, accessed on 9/11/2018) follow a 

different approach to measure efficiency. They develop an indicator constructed as the difference between local 
expenditure and a measure of ‘local need’, in turn calculated through a regression-based cost approach which, 
however, rests in our view on strong assumptions.  

16 They are available on request.  
17 We also applied the alternative Free Disposal Hull method (FDH) (Deprins & Tulkens, 1984). Unlike DEA, however, 

for more than seven output variables, FDH was unable to tell the differences in spending efficiency between 

https://www.opencivitas.it/progetto-fabbisogni-standard
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Figure 3 depicts the estimated robust efficiency scores for 5,673 Italian municipalities with 

complete information in the Opencivitas database. Consistent with abundant characterizations 

of regional socioeconomic and political differences in the country, the figure portraits a quite 

sharp North-South divide, with highly efficient municipalities clustered in richer Northern 

Regions. Among the 100 most efficient municipalities in the sample according to the robust 

efficiency score, 39 are located in Lombardy and 32 in Veneto. On the contrary, among the 100 

less efficient, 72 are located in the Southern Regions of Calabria (32), Basilicata (20) and Molise 

(20). Yet, clusters of highly efficient neighboring municipalities can also be found in some areas 

of the south, particularly in Puglia and Campania. The five most efficient municipalities according 

to the robust efficiency score are all below 11,000 inhabitants.18 Although positive, the simple 

correlation between population size and the efficiency scores is only 6%. 

  

                                                      
municipalities. For instance, for eight output variables, FDH yielded more than 75% of the municipalities laying at the 
efficiency frontier. 

18 Examples: Bonata Sopra (Lombardy), Sirignano (Campania), Borgarello (Lombardy), Camisano Vicentino (Veneto) 
and Bosaro (Veneto). 
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Figure 3 

Spending efficiency scores for Italian Municipalities. 

 

Source: own elaboration. 
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5. Empirical approach 

5.1.  Fuzzy-RDD estimator 

Our goal is to estimate the causal effect of MUs on the administrative efficiency of Italian 

municipalities. The concern with regressing our indicator of efficiency on MU membership is that 

the latter could be correlated with unobserved factors that also affect efficiency. To account for 

unobserved differences, we implement a Fuzzy Regression Discontinuity Design exploiting the 

population cut-off of 5.000 inhabitants discussed in Section 3. The key identifying assumption of 

the RDD strategy is that local governments which are close to the arbitrary cut-off are similar on 

all unobserved characteristics which may be correlated with the dependent variable. A 

consequence is that, if individuals are unable to exactly manipulate the assignment (the running 

variable), the variation in the treatment close to the threshold is randomly distributed similarly 

to a randomised experiment (Lee & Lemieux, 2010). We will provide below a battery of tests of 

this assumption.  

We adopt a fuzzy specification since not all municipalities which by law should have joined a MU 

have done so. It is worth remembering that F-RDD does not require the predictor 𝑥𝑖 to perfectly 

predict treatment assignment 𝐷𝑖, but rests on the milder assumption that there is a (possibly 

small) shift in the probability of assignment to the treatment at the threshold 𝑐: 

𝑃𝑟 (𝐷𝑖 = 1|𝑥𝑖) =  {
𝑔1 (𝑥𝑖) 𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖  ≤ 𝑐

𝑔0 (𝑥𝑖)  𝑖𝑓 𝑥𝑖  > 𝑐
                                                                                                          (6) 

Where 𝑔1 (𝑥𝑖1)  ≠  𝑔0 (𝑥𝑖).  

Specifically, we will analyse municipalities which joined a union between 2010 – the year when 

the obligation for small local governments was introduced – and 2013, that is, the year for which 

the data on policy outputs used to construct the efficiency score is available. We estimate the 

following specification: 

𝐸𝑆𝑖 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸  𝑀𝑖 +  𝛽2𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐) +  𝑀𝑖𝛽3𝑓(𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐) + 𝛴𝑘
𝐾𝛽4𝑋𝑖 +  𝛼𝑟 + 𝜀𝑖   (7) 
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Where 𝑀𝑖, a dummy variable equal to 1 if the municipality 𝑖 is part of a municipality union and 0 

otherwise, is instrumented using 𝐷𝑖, a dummy variable indicating whether each municipality 

should by law have joined a MU. The variable is defined as follows: 

𝐷𝑖 =  {
1 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖  ≤ 5.000
0 𝑖𝑓 𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖  > 5.000

                                                                                                          (8) 

In the first-stage of the 2SLS implementation of the F-RDD, we estimate: 

𝑀𝑖 =  𝛾0 +  𝛽𝐼𝑇𝑇 𝐷𝑖,𝑓 +  𝛴𝑘
𝐾𝛽4𝑋𝑖 + 𝛼𝑟 +  𝜀𝑖                                                                                              (9) 

In this set of equations, 𝐸𝑆𝑖 is the efficiency score for municipality 𝑖. In equation (7), 𝛽𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸 

identifies the effect of being part of a municipality union on the municipal efficiency of small 

municipalities. The equation allows the regression function to differ on both sides of the cutoff 

point 𝑐 by including interaction terms between (𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖 − 𝑐) and 𝑀𝑖. We also examine the 

robustness of different functional forms of 𝑓. In particular, when  𝑓 = 1, equation (7) corresponds 

to a local linear regression, in which observations close to the discontinuity selected according 

to a specific bandwidth are used. Alternatively, we estimate equation (7) using higher-order 

polynomials, which can help absorb the variation of the observations which are far away from 

the discontinuity. Following Gelman and Imbens' (2017) recommendations to avoid high-order 

polynomials, we focus the discussion on the results of the second order polynomial functions.    

In an RDD setting the choice of the bandwidth plays a key role and involves striking an optimal 

balance between precision and bias. Lower bandwidths reduce the bias in estimates, but may 

increase standard errors because of the lower number of observations considered. By contrast, 

larger bandwidths reduce variance (hence standard errors), but may also increase bias in point 

estimates. We follow the data-driven methods proposed by Calonico, Cattaneo, and Titiunik 

(2014b) based on asymptotic Mean Squared Error (MSE) minimization.  

𝛴𝑘
𝐾𝑋𝑖 is a vector of covariates which may also affect the efficiency of local administrations. In 

particular, we control for three main groups of variables: (1) geographical attributes, namely 

altitude and population density; (2) economic structure, namely unemployment, employment in 

agriculture and secondary sectors, and share of commuters; (3) social structure, namely illiteracy 

rate, share of people with university degrees, shares of youngsters and of elders; (3) institutional 

conditions, namely a dummy equal to one for municipalities which went through local elections 
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between 2010 and 2013, and an index of local mafia presence developed by Crime&tech.19 𝛼𝑟 

are regional fixed-effects, included to control for regional idiosyncrasies, particularly considering 

how Regions can influence municipal unionisation through regulations (cf. Casula, 2014). While 

municipal controls and regional fixed-effects are not necessary for identification, they improve 

the efficiency of the estimation. Finally, 𝜀𝑖 is the error term. Standard errors are clustered at the 

NUTS2 regional level.                      

One of the key assumptions of the RDD is that municipalities close to either side of the threshold 

predicting participation have similar characteristics. We test for continuity of all our baseline 

covariates around the threshold of 5.000 inhabitants. A discontinuity would indicate a violation 

of the underlying assumption that predicts local random assignment. Table 1 presents the results. 

As it can be observed, there are no statistically significant differences between municipalities 

below/above the treatment threshold.  

 

Table 1 

Balancing tests. 
Dependent variable: 

 Alt. P. dens. Unempl. Agric. Ind. Commut. Illit. Univ. Young. Elder. Elect. Mafia 
             
5.000 
threshold 

-3.224 771.428 2.923 -9.986 2.052 -11.239 1.572 2.445 -0.035 0.019 0.077 43.530 
(4.590) (927.331) (5.292) (12.687) (16.881) (9.209) (2.358) (4.739) (0.046) (0.053) (0.130) (34.513) 

             
Obs. 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 
Reg. FE yes  yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes yes 

The table reports robust estimates adopting a triangular kernel, a second-order local polynomial, and one common-

MSE-optimal bandwidth selector. Robust standard errors in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

 

It is common in RDD settings to test for the density 𝑑(. ) of the running variable around the cut-

off point 𝑐 to ensure no manipulation or non-random sorting (McCrary, 2008). We believe that in 

our empirical setting this potential scenario is very unlikely, as there is limited reason to expect 

                                                      
19 www.crimetec.it. The index stems from the work of Transcrime, one of the leading research centres on organised 

crime in Italy.  

http://www.crimetec.it/
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local policy-makers to manipulate municipal population,20 the running variable, in order to be 

forced to join a municipal union. We follow Cattaneo, Jansson, & Ma (2018), who provide a set of 

tests based on a local-polynomial density estimator. The result, presented in Appendix A.3, 

confirms our intuition.    

  

5.2.  Matching estimators 

The empirical strategy described in Section 5.1 allows the identification of a local average 

treatment effect for small municipalities which joined a union after Law 122/2010 forced them 

to do so. There may be concerns that 𝛽𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸 from Equation (7) may not be representative of the 

entire population of Italian municipalities. This may be the case if municipalities which unionized 

in the 2000s and before 2010 (cf. Figure 1) were intrinsically different from the ones which joined 

a MU only after 2010. If, for instance, the former were more efficient than the latter, 𝛽𝐿𝐴𝑇𝐸 would 

still be internally valid, but would not be representative of the whole population of Italian 

municipalities.  

Second, potential effects of MUs may materialize over a number of years. There may for example 

be costs linked to setting up new organizational structures – e.g. IT systems may have to be 

integrated, new offices may be needed, and regulations and administrative practices may require 

harmonization (Allers & Geertsema, 2016). Besides, any potential positive effects on 

administrative efficiency may require some time to mature. Again, our baseline F-RDD design 

may be unable to fully capture such effects. To overcome these two potential issues, we 

complement our baseline results with matching estimates based on all the municipalities 

belonging to a MU (for which Opencivitas data is available), and not only those unionized 

between 2010 and 2013. King & Nielsen (2016) stress the pitfalls of Propensity-Score Matching 

pointing out that, compared to other matching methods, PSM increases imbalance, inefficiency, 

model dependence, and bias. We hence adopt a Nearest-Neighbor Matching estimator. In a first 

stage, we calculate the ‘Mahalanobis distance’ between pairs of observations with regard to the 

set of observable covariates discussed in Section 5.1, and match each treated municipality to 

                                                      
20 As it has been instead shown by De Witte, Geys, & Schönhage (2018) in the long run. 
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comparable control observations that are closest to it.21 Similarity between units is based on a 

weighted function of the covariates for each observation. We then compare treated municipalities 

part of a MU with untreated ones, where the treatment effect is computed as the average of the 

difference between the observed and imputed potential outcomes for each unit. We also apply a 

bias-adjustment term to covariates to correct for large-sample bias (Drukker, 2016).   

 

  

                                                      

21 Tests not presented but available on request show that PSM results are similar to NNM ones.   
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6. Results 

6.1.  Average effects: Fuzzy-RDD results  

This section presents the average baseline results. Figure 4 shows the main RD plot, using binned 

local averages and our benchmark second-order polynomial specification. As it can be seen, 

smaller municipalities below 5,000 inhabitants have on average lower efficiency scores than 

larger ones – an exception being the group of very small municipalities, i.e. those on the extreme 

left-hand side of the graph. This is in line with theoretical contributions, which suggest that small 

municipalities should be the main beneficiaries of any potential increase in efficiency determined 

by cooperation (Bartolini & Fiorillo, 2011; Ermini & Fiorillo, 2009). Nevertheless, there is limited 

evidence of any discontinuity at the threshold of 5,000 inhabitants.22    

 
Figure 4 
Spending efficiency scores for Italian Municipalities: RDD graph.         

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
22 Tests not presented but available on request show that the picture holds when changing the order of 

polynomials.  

Source: own elaboration. The RDD 

plot is constructed netting out 

regional fixed-effects and 

covariates, while the polynomial 

specification is based on uniform 

kernel function. The number of bins 

is selected using an IMSE-optimal 

evenly-spaced method (Calonico et 

al., 2014a). The graph trims 

municipalities above 100,000 

inhabitants (which represent 0.6% of 

the municipal sample). A graph with 

the full sample is available on 

request.  
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Table 2 presents the Fuzzy-RDD regression outputs, showing conventional, bias-corrected, and 

robust estimates – which are our preferred ones being the most conservative (Calonico et al., 

2014b). The lower part of the table presents the first-stage results. As expected, being below the 

population cutoff increases the likelihood of being part of a MU: coefficients are positive and 

statistically significant at the 5% confidence level. Compared to column one, column two controls 

for covariates. As expected, results are not sensitive to their inclusion. Yet, all coefficients from 

the second-stage are highly insignificant, suggesting that being part of a Municipal union has no 

statistical effect on administrative efficiency. The results are in contradiction with the findings 

of Ferraresi et al. (2018), who uncover a positive effect for the Italian municipalities part of 

Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany. These two regions, however, are frequently considered as 

particularly ‘virtuous’ ones (cf. Putnam, 1993), and may not be entirely representative of the rest 

of Italy. At the same time, our findings confirm the exploratory results of Ivaldi et al. (2016) for 

the entire country, and are in line with other more rigorous international assessments. As an 

example, Frère et al. (2014) do not find any statistically significant effect of municipal 

cooperation on spending for French municipalities. Relatedly, Breuillé et al. (2018) find that 

joining an IMC body leads to higher local tax rates, contradicting the frequent claim of tax cuts 

induced by expected economies of scale.    
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Table 2 
Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: Fuzzy-RDD estimates.   

 

Second stage (1)  (2) 
   
Conventional -0.200 -0.221 
 (0.123) (0.136) 
Bias-corrected -0.191 -0.210 
 (0.123) (0.136) 
Robust -0.191 -0.210 
 (0.136) (0.157) 
   
First stage   
   
Conventional 0.0548** 0.0490** 
 (0.0258) (0.0239) 
Bias-corrected 0.0604** 0.0558** 
 (0.0258) (0.0239) 
Robust 0.0604** 0.0558** 
 (0.0294) (0.0285) 
   
Observations 4,789 4,789 
Kernel Type Triangular Triangular 
BW Type mserd mserd 
Order Loc Poly (p) 2 2 
BW estim (h) L 0.932 0.981 
BW estim (h) R 0.932 0.981 
Eff. nr of obs L 1377 1448 
Eff. nr of obs R 961 1002 
Region FE yes yes 
Controls no yes 

Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Controls and regional FE are not reported. 

  

6.2.  Sensitivity checks 

We then explore the sensitivity of the baseline estimates to alternative bandwidths and a range 

of orders to the polynomial. Appendix A.4 presents the results adopting three different data-

driven optimal-bandwidth selection methods (cf. Calonico et al., 2014), as well as two manually-

selected ones. Column one reports the main results from Table 2, based on one MSE-optimal 

bandwidth selector common to each side of the cutoff. Column two adopts a less restricting 

selector, and allows for different bandwidths on each side of the cutoff. Column three allows for 

different bandwidths on either side, and is based on Coverage Error Rate (CER), rather than MSE, 

optimal selectors. Finally, the last two columns manually reduce the bandwidths further. As 
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expected, reducing the bandwidths leads to larger standard errors due to the lower number of 

observations upon which point estimates are calculated. Yet, the tests overall confirm how being 

part of a municipal union does not have any detectable effect on efficiency.    

Appendix A.5 measures the sensitivity of the baseline results to alternative polynomial 

specifications. Columns one to four respectively adopt polynomials of order one to four. Again, 

the tests confirm the baseline estimates, and find no statistically significant effects of municipal 

cooperation on administrative efficiency.  

 
Table 3 
Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: NN-Matching 
estimates.   

 

 (1) FDD sample (2) All unionised between 2010-13 
   
 -0.002 0.002 
 (0.005) (0.004) 
   
Observations 2,450 4,789 
Region FE yes yes 
Controls yes yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

Table 3 then presents the NNM outputs. Results in column one consider as ‘treatment’ group 

those municipalities which unionized between 2010-2013, while also restricting the ‘control’ 

group to the sample of municipalities within the bandwidths of our preferred F-RDD baseline 

specification (model two from Table 2). Column two expands the ‘control’ group to include any 

municipality not unionized in the Opencivitas database. Treatment-effects models reweight 

observational data as a way to achieve experimental-like balanced samples. A key assumption to 

check if the reweighting is successful is hence to test whether the weighted distribution of each 

covariate is the same across ‘treatment’ and ‘control’ groups. Appendix A.6 reports, for 

specification two of Table 3, the model-adjusted difference in means (standardized differences) 

in the treatment groups as well as the ratio of variances. A perfectly balanced covariate has a 

standardized difference of zero and variance ratio of one. Outputs provide evidence of a much 
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better balance in the matched sample compared to the unmatched one.23 Overall, matching 

estimates provide a very similar picture to the F-RDD setting, and fail to identify any statistically 

significant effects of Municipal unions on local efficiency.   

 

6.3.  Heterogeneity of impacts 

Our baseline analysis measures the average effect of municipal cooperation on an overall 

measure of efficiency calculated by pooling together output indicators across all 12 expenditure 

categories. Yet, different types of public goods and services may be differently subject to 

economies of scale and scope. We hence explore whether the effect of municipal cooperation on 

administrative efficiency depends on the type of public good/service provided. Parks et al. (1981) 

put forward the concept of “co-production”, i.e. the idea that, compared for example to the 

provision of physical infrastructure, the optimal production of some public services requires the 

active involvement of citizens. We split the 12 policy areas into two groups, distinguishing 

between those involving significant face-to-face delivery (e.g. policing, education, social welfare, 

etc.), and those where the active involvement of citizens is less relevant (e.g. transportation, 

infrastructures, etc.). We expect that the former may benefit less from economies of scale than 

the latter, as it has been shown that policy areas involving co-production are more effective in 

smaller communities while they are more likely to suffer from diseconomies of scale (Ostrom, 

2010; Ostrom et al., 1961). We hence re-calculate our Robust-DEA measure of administrative 

efficiency for each of the sub-groups.24 Table 4 presents the results. In line with our intuition, the 

second-stage negative coefficients for high-economies of scale sectors are smaller than those 

for low-economies of scale policy areas. Nevertheless, results are still highly insignificant for 

both types of public services.  

  

                                                      

23 Tests not presented but available on request show that results are virtually unchanged when reducing the 
number of covariates used to match 'treatment' and 'control' groups.  

24 In particular, we consider as low-economies of scale the following policy areas: tax collection, civil registry, 
technical office, other general management services, local police, public schools, welfare support, and public 
kindergartens. By contrast, we consider as high-economies of scale sectors: road maintenance, local public transports, 
territorial planning and environmental protection, and waste management.  
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Table 4 
Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: Fuzzy-RDD estimates 
distinguishing between policy areas characterized by low- and high-
economies of scale. 

 

Second stage LOW economies of 
scale 

HIGH economies of 
scale 

   
Conventional -0.775 -0.112 
 (0.738) (0.160) 
Bias-corrected -0.859 -0.102 
 (0.738) (0.160) 
Robust -0.859 -0.102 
 (0.820) (0.186) 
   
First-stage    
   
Conventional 0.027* 0.048** 
 (0.016) (0.022) 
Bias-corrected 0.029* 0.055*** 
 (0.016) (0.022) 
Robust 0.029* 0.055** 
 (0.018) (0.026) 
   
Observations 4,645 4,789 
Kernel Type Triangular Triangular 
BW Type mserd mserd 
Region FE yes yes 
Controls yes yes 
Order Loc Poly (p) 2 2 
BW estim (h) L 1.400 1.026 
BW estim (h) R 1.400 1.026 
Eff. nr of obs L 2029 1514 
Eff. nr of obs R 1246 1034 

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  

 

Second due to the well-known institutional differences between the North and the South of Italy, 

we stratify the sample of municipalities into those from Northern and Central regions 

(respectively: Piedmont, Lombardy, Liguria, Veneto, and Emilia-Romagna; Tuscany, Umbria, 

Lazio, and Marche),25 and those from the South (Abruzzo, Molise, Basilicata, Calabria, Campania, 

Puglia). Our expectation would be that if there were some effects of the policy, they would be 

stronger in the North, where municipalities are on average smaller and more likely to have the 

                                                      
25 We do not have enough observations to run our F-RDD analysis on Central Italy separately. We hence decided to 

merge it with the North.  
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necessary skills and resources necessary to reap the potential benefits of inter-municipal 

cooperation. The outputs are presented in Appendix A.7. While the first-stage is not significant 

for the South sample, overall the results are consistent with the baseline estimates and fail to 

provide evidence of an ‘IMC efficiency dividend’. 

Third, recent research suggests that the positive effects – if any – of municipal cooperation may 

require time to develop(Ermini & Fiorillo, 2009; Manestra et al., 2018). While our dependent 

variable does not allow to test for any dynamic or long-term impacts of MU, we provide 

exploratory evidence by exploiting the NN-Matching estimator, and expanding the ‘treatment’ 

group to include the entire population of municipalities in the Opencivitas database participating 

in a union, i.e. also those which joined one before 2010. Appendix A.8 presents the results. 

Column one reports the main NNM results (column two of Table 3), while column two presents 

the extra outputs.26 The results show a small and only marginally significant (at the 10 percent 

level) positive effect of unions on efficiency. We are unfortunately unable to disentangle whether 

such a link is driven by a potentially ‘lagged’, medium-term effect of cooperation, or by 

unobservable differences between the municipalities which joined a MU before 2010 or between 

2010 and 2013. Further rigorous research on the medium-long term impacts of unions on 

administrative efficiency is part of our future research agenda. In any case, the evidence in favour 

of any potential positive effects of IMC remains weak.  

Last but not least, the size of municipal cooperation bodies may affect their efficiency. Ermini 

and Fiorillo (2009) for example suggest that municipal unions may be optimal arrangements 

when the number of member municipalities is not too large since, otherwise, coordination 

problems may arise. We divide the sample of municipalities into two groups, distinguishing 

between those which joined a Municipal union with a number of members above / below the 

national median level. We then re-run the NNM estimator considering, as ‘treated’, each group 

separately. Results, presented in Appendix A.10, show no statistically significant differences 

between the two.27  

 

  

                                                      
26 The balance tests for the new outputs from Appendix A.8 are presented in Appendix A.9. 
27 Balance tests for these two extra specifications are available on request.  
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7. Conclusion 

While it has been frequently posited that cooperation among local governments can be used as 

a tool to improve administrative efficiency, rigorous empirical evidence is still scarce. Drawing 

on the experience of Italy’s municipal unions, this paper explores whether joining an inter-

municipal cooperation arrangement has any impacts on the efficiency of small municipalities. In 

particular, we exploit an arbitrary threshold set by the national legislator to develop a Fuzzy 

Regression Discontinuity Design. We also complement the F-RDD specification with Nearest-

Neighbour Matching estimates. Our results, which are robust to a host of sensitivity checks, do 

not however find any statistically significant effect of IMC on local efficiency. 

The analysis contributes to the literature in two main ways. First, we join recent efforts to 

rigorously assess the effects of IMC  by adopting quasi-experimental tools (Breuillé et al., 2018; 

Ferraresi et al., 2018) and applying them, for the first time, to almost 5.000 Italian municipalities 

(Ordinary-statute Regions) for which data is available. Second, we advance on previous 

contributions by providing a rigorous analysis of spending efficiency measured as the relationship 

between policy inputs (expenditure) and outputs (amount of goods and services provided). In 

particular, we combine data on local expenditure with a novel dataset on municipal outputs for 

public goods and services across 12 key policy areas to build an indicator of administrative 

efficiency by means of Robust Data Envelopment Analysis. As suggested by Ermini and Fiorillo 

(2009), joining a MU implies costs for member municipalities, which frequently decide to enter 

into a municipal cooperation body as a way to increase the number of services/goods provided 

rather than as a way to cut expenditure. Hence, any analysis on the efficiency impacts of IMC 

should jointly consider policy inputs (expenditure) and outputs, since any potential effects may 

derive from lower costs per output produced rather than lower overall expenditure.  

The analysis has implications for scholars and policy-makers interested in whether IMC can be 

an effective tool to maximize the efficiency of local administrations. Findings confirm the 

exploratory results of Ivaldi et al. (2016), and are in line with other international assessments. As 

an example, focusing on France, Frère et al. (2014) reach conclusions similar to ours. Relatedly, 

Breuillé et al. (2018) find that in France joining an IMC body leads to higher local tax rates, 

contradicting the frequent claim of tax cuts induced by expected economies of scale.  
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We can speculate on two potential explanations. The first, most straightforward one is that the 

theories foreseeing an ‘efficiency dividend’ of inter-municipal cooperation may be flawed or 

incomplete. For example, as suggested by the literature (Bel & Warner, 2015; Feiock & Scholz, 

2009; Sorensen, 2007), the (potential) benefits associated with cooperation may be offset – or 

even outweighed – by potential diseconomies and inefficiencies linked to institutional slack, 

high transaction costs, and institutional collective action problems arising during cooperation 

efforts. A second, complementary hypothesis is that the Italian case – as well as the others 

analysed by the literature – may have suffered from implementation failures. This may reconcile 

our findings with the outputs of Ferraresi et al. (2018), who uncover a positive effect for the 

Italian municipalities part of Emilia-Romagna and Tuscany. These two regions are frequently 

considered as particularly ‘virtuous’ cases characterized by high administrative capacity and 

strong local institutions, and may hence suggest how, in order to be effective, IMC measures 

require careful design and a strong local institutional capacity.   

Two caveats must be underlined. First, our analysis is unable to distinguish between municipal 

unions only involving a service delivery agreement and those determining the creation of a 

service delivery organization – that is, a second-level organization independent of each 

municipality and aimed at delivering services on behalf of each member (Hulst & van Montfort, 

2012). As suggested by Giacomini et al. (2018), these institutional differences may yet play a role 

in producing any (potential) advantage. Second, and most importantly, the potential ‘efficiency 

dividend’ of inter-municipal cooperation may require time to come about (Ermini & Fiorillo, 

2009). When data will become available, future research should be devoted to replicating our 

efficiency analysis to explore any potential dynamic effects of cooperation over time.    
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Appendices 

Appendix A.1. Variables’ description and source. 

Variables Description Year Source 
    
Efficiency score Robust efficiency score 2013 Own 

calculation 
Population Total municipal population 2011 Istat 
Population density Population per square Km 2011 Istat 
Altitude zone Categorical variable (1 to 5) on the 

altitude of the municipal centre 
2011 Istat 

Young people Percent share of young people 2011 Istat 
Old people Percent share of old people 2011 Istat 
Foreigners Percent share of non-natives 2011 Istat 
Unemployment Unemployment share 2011 Istat 
Commuters Percent share of commuters 2011 Istat 
Illiteracy Percent share of illiterates 2011 Istat 
University 
graduates 

Percent share of university graduates 2011 Istat 

Primary sector  Percent share of workers in primary 
sector 

2011 Istat 

Secondary sector Percent share of workers in secondary 
sector 

2011 Istat 

Election dummy D = 1 if the municipality went through 
local elections between 2010-13 

2010/13 Own 
calculation 

Mafia intensity Indicator measuring on a scale 0-100 
the local infiltration of organized 
crime 

2000-
2015 

Crime&tech 
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Appendix A.2. Descriptive statistics. 

 ‘Treated’ (268 obs) All (5,644 obs) 
Variables Mean SD Mean SD 
     
Efficiency score 0.841 0.065 0.856 0.070 
Population 2,007.08 1,302.14 8,511.67 45,986.67 
Population density 97.030 99.939 359.284 709.785 
Altitude zone 2.422 1.214 2.873 1.619 
Young people 0.225 0.030 0.241 0.026 
Old people 0.201 0.059 0.171 0.051 
Foreigners 6.488 4.109 7.077 4.347 
Unemployment 8.069 3.910 9.797 5.731 
Commuters 45.035 6.672 47.414 7.514 
Illiteracy 0.871 1.081 1.247 1.503 
University graduates 6.821 2.193 7.614 2.751 
Primary sector  7.724 6.112 8.385 8.296 
Secondary sector 34.841 9.250 32.753 10.683 
Election dummy 0.011 0.105 0.011 0.103 
Mafia intensity 31.083 13.336 32.202 18.243 
     

The table presents statistics both for the ‘treated’ units – i.e. municipalities below 5,000 inhabitants 

which joined a MU between 2010 and 2013 – and for the full sample.  
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Appendix A.3. Test for non-random sorting around the cutoff. 

 

T-stat at the discontinuity -1.567 (p-val 0.117). There is no statistically significant evidence of non-

random sorting. The test is based on a restricted local second-order polynomial triangular-kernel 

density estimator (with jackknife standard errors, and bandwidths selected as min on MSE of 

difference/sum of densities).  
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Appendix A.4. Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: Fuzzy-RDD 

estimates with alternative bandwidths.   

Second-stage (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
      
Conventional -0.221 -0.221 -0.220 -0.289 0.012 
 (0.136) (0.136) (0.139) (0.180) (0.181) 
Bias-corrected -0.210 -0.209 -0.214 -0.214 0.168 
 (0.136) (0.136) (0.139) (0.180) (0.181) 
Robust -0.210 -0.209 -0.214 -0.214 0.168 
 (0.157) (0.158) (0.152) (0.317) (0.268) 
      
First-stage      
      
Conventional 0.0490** 0.0492** 0.0543* 0.0583* 0.0515 
 (0.0239) (0.0242) (0.0292) (0.0343) (0.0670) 
Bias-corrected 0.0558** 0.0560** 0.0581** 0.0517 0.00286 
 (0.0239) (0.0242) (0.0292) (0.0343) (0.0670) 
Robust 0.0558** 0.0560* 0.0581* 0.0517 0.00286 
 (0.0285) (0.0290) (0.0320) (0.0563) (0.0898) 
      
Observations 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 
Kernel Type Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular 
BW Type mserd msecomb2 cercomb2 Manual Manual 
Order Loc Poly (p) 2 2 2 2 2 
BW estim (h) L 0.981 0.970 0.798 0.500 0.250 
BW estim (h) R 0.981 0.981 0.808 0.500 0.250 
Eff. nr of obs L 1448 1430 1158 726 361 
Eff. nr of obs R 1002 1002 867 580 292 
Region FE and controls yes yes yes yes yes 

Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Appendix A.5. Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: Fuzzy-RDD 

estimates with alternative polynomial specifications.   

Second-stage (1) (2) (3) (4) 
     
Conventional -0.238 -0.221 -0.233 -0.228 
 (0.248) (0.136) (0.160) (0.162) 
Bias-corrected -0.227 -0.210 -0.201 -0.194 
 (0.248) (0.136) (0.160) (0.162) 
Robust -0.227 -0.210 -0.201 -0.194 
 (0.287) (0.157) (0.182) (0.184) 
     
First-stage     
     
Conventional 0.0206 0.0490** 0.0531* 0.0577* 
 (0.0134) (0.0239) (0.0296) (0.0331) 
Bias-corrected 0.0206 0.0558** 0.0608** 0.0649** 
 (0.0134) (0.0239) (0.0296) (0.0330) 
Robust 0.0206 0.0558** 0.0608* 0.0649* 
 (0.0153) (0.0285) (0.0349) (0.0394) 
     
Observations 4,789 4,789 4,789 4,789 
Kernel Type Triangular Triangular Triangular Triangular 
BW Type mserd mserd mserd mserd 
Order Loc Poly (p) 1 2 3 4 
BW estim (h) L 1.431 0.981 1.393 1.853 
BW estim (h) R 1.431 0.981 1.393 1.853 
Eff. nr of obs L 2118 1448 2060 2597 
Eff. nr of obs R 1277 1002 1258 1416 
Region FE and controls yes yes yes yes 

Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Appendix A.6. Balance tests for matching estimator.  

 Standardized differences Variance ratio 
 Raw Matched Raw Matched 
     
Population -0.112 -0.128 0.029 1.188 
Population density -0.421 -0.029 0.079 1.239 
Altimetric class -0.239 0.026 0.745 0.986 
Illiteracy rate -0.331 0.030 0.369 1.108 
% of university graduates -0.233 -0.065 0.540 1.113 
Unemployment -0.357 -0.013 0.436 1.015 
% of workers in primary sector -0.151 0.064 0.486 1.213 
% of workers in secondary sector 0.229 -0.024 0.617 1.152 
Commuters -0.082 -0.103 0.890 1.453 
% of young people -0.562 -0.066 1.127 1.224 
% of old people 0.3920 0.110 1.181 1.453 
% of foreigners 0.010 0.011 0.902 1.339 
Election dummy -0.0319 0.000 0.727 1.000 
Mafia intensity -0.0328 0.055 0.528 0.993 
     

 The statistics refer to Table 5’s column two.  
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Appendix A.7. Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: Fuzzy-RDD 

estimates stratifying municipalities on macro-geographical areas.  

Second-stage (1) North/
Centre 

(2) South 

   
Conventional -0.140 1.185 
 (0.095) (2.229) 
Bias-corrected -0.169* 0.888 
 (0.095) (2.229) 
Robust -0.169 0.888 
 (0.111) (2.478) 
   
First-stage   
   
 0.0414** -0.0232 
 (0.0194) (0.0498) 
 0.0449** -0.0291 
 (0.0194) (0.0498) 
 0.0449** -0.0291 
 (0.0220) (0.0555) 
   
Observations 3,435 1,354 
Kernel Type Triangular Triangular 
BW Type mserd mserd 
Order Loc Poly (p) 2 2 
BW estim (h) L 1.311 0.926 
BW estim (h) R 1.311 0.926 
Eff. nr of obs L 1380 363 
Eff. nr of obs R 914 229 
Region FE and controls yes yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.  
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Appendix A.8. Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: NN-Matching 

estimates including in the treatment group municipalities which joined a MU before 

2010.   

 (1) Unionised between 2010-13 (2) All  
   
 0.002 0.005* 
 (0.004) (0.003) 
   
Observations 4,789 5,644 
Region FE yes yes 
Controls yes yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 
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Appendix A.9. Balance test for the matching estimates on the full sample of 

municipalities which joined a MU (column two of Appendix A.8).  

 Standardized differences Variance ratio 
 Raw Matched Raw Matched 
     
Population -0.114 -0.259 0.027 0.631 
Population density -0.299 -0.005 0.230 1.143 
Altimetric class 0.032 0.014 1.112 0.985 
Illiteracy rate -0.177 0.029 0.460 1.094 
% of university graduates -0.124 -0.041 0.565 1.245 
Unemployment -0.115 0.010 0.757 1.034 
% of workers in primary sector 0.005 0.066 0.643 1.225 
% of workers in secondary sector 0.082 -0.001 0.640 1.136 
Commuters -0.018 -0.073 0.875 1.236 
% of young people -0.162 -0.037 1.093 1.262 
% of old people 0.148 0.075 0.951 1.325 
% of foreigners 0.092 0.078 1.050 1.309 
Election dummy -0.032 0.000 0.726 1.000 
Mafia intensity -0.090 0.001 0.671 0.976 
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Appendix A.10. Municipal cooperation and administrative efficiency: NN-Matching 

estimates diving the sample between municipalities part of a small or large municipal 

union.    

 (1) MU size < median (2) MU size > median 
   
 -0.005 0.005 
 (0.005) (0.005) 
   
Observations 4,789 4,789 
Region FE yes yes 
Controls yes yes 

Robust standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. 

 


